USER MANUAL
DEVICE LAYOUT
The Wivel device consists of the main housing and an antenna. The antenna is mounted into the right side of the
device using a knob. You can detach the antenna and change its orientation by loosening the knob while turning
it anti-clockwise with fingers. Tighten the antenna knob by turning it clockwise with fingers. If you remove the
antenna, any other antenna with SMA plug can be connected.

POWERING

You can find the OBDII port location of your car here:

Wivel is powered from your car’s on-board
diagnostics (OBDII) port. Connect the HDMI mini
cable (type C) connector with the device by
inserting it to the slot on the side (pic. 1). Plug
the OBDII connector of the cable to your car’s
diagnostic port.

MOUNTING
You can mount Wivel anywhere inside the car by
using the adhesive mount. The mount is connected
with Wivel using a bracket on the back of the
device (pic. 1). Place the mounting pad only on to
a stiff surface so that Wivel will not move during
accelerating, braking and cornering. To ensure
this, tighten the mounting knob. If Wivel is loose
and moves during driving it will heavily affect the
accuracy of the inertial measurement unit (IMU).

If the cable is connected correctly, a small LED will start ﬂashing in
the centre of the device.

Mini HDMI input

It is also important to position the antenna
properly. It will greatly affect its accuracy. If you
are using an external antenna, mount it outside of
the car (roof etc.) facing upwards. If using Wivel’s
own antenna then the correct position must
be ensured for best GPS accuracy. Position the
antenna horizontally so that its upper face (with
little GPS sign) is pointed to the sky.
For best functionality, you can try different
locations for the housing and mount placement.
This way you can see the small light in the centre
of the device directly or mirrored from windshield
while the antenna is facing upwards. After placing
the device in the car, its position needs calibration.
Do this with Wivel app, on settings screen (10).

MAINTENANCE
To ensure the operation of the device, use it in the
following conditions:

•

Prevent contact with water and moisture; use
the device in dry conditions only.

Micro SD card

Connection

GPS antenna

Pic. 1. HDMI mini slot is on the left side, mounting bracket on the
back side (down). Status light is on the centre of the device, in
recessed stripe, near the knob.

•
•
•
•

Do not use the device in dusty conditions,
Cover the device from direct wind,
The antenna socket is fragile, do not overtighten it or bend the antenna.
Disconnect the device from the car, when it is
not used for a longer time (week etc.).

DATA LOGGING
Wivel connects to your Android or iOS device over its
built-in Bluetooth LE. You can use Wivel service app or
any other lap timer app to track your driving style and
the car’s performance. While Wivel is powered and
connected using Bluetooth, it constantly sends data to
your mobile phone.
Data can also be simultaneously logged on to a micro
SD-card. For this, carefully insert a micro SD-card into
a slot hidden in the antenna side of the device (pic. 2).
The card is locked into place when pushed against the
spring. For removal, push it again and it will come out.

Pic. 2. Mini SD-card slot is located on the antenna side of the device

The small status LED in the centre of the device has the following meanings:
LED behaviour

Function

Blue light blinking shortly

Power on, no GPS position fixed, searching

Blue light constantly lit

GPS position fixed but not saving to SD card

Blue light blinking at 1 Hz

Saving to SD card with GPS data

Green light blinking at 1 Hz

Saving to SD card without GPS data

Red light blinking at 2 Hz

Internal error

WIVEL SERVICE APP
The Wivel service app enables the maintenance and control of the device over the Bluetooth connection.
The app screens and their functions are described on table:

Please turn on the
Bluetooth before opening
the app, otherwise it will
ask for it. Also power
your Wivel device by
connecting it with the
vehicle and see if the
small LED centre of the
device is blinking or
constantly lit.
When opened, the
available nearby
Wivel devices are
automatically scanned. If
some devices are available, their names and serial
number are displayed on the list. Press your device
to connect with it.
At the first login, the app requires a password,
which is “Wivel” by default. This should be changed
to your personal password under the settings
screen (10). Once the password is entered, the app
preserves it and there is no need to enter it every
time.

When Wivel is
successfully connected
over Bluetooth, the home
screen is displayed.
The four main buttons
have the following
functions:
• Live Data – verify
the live data stream
device is constantly
transmitting to phone
when connected.
• Your Vehicle – submit
information about your
vehicle for automatic customization of the system.
• Map – Visualize Wivel GPS data and actual
precision in real time in comparison with mobile
phone GPS.
• Settings – Configure the device and app, update
device firmware.
To disconnect the device from a mobile phone,
press Disconnect on the bottom of the screen.

Selecting the Live data
button, the inputs screen
is displayed. The digital
and analog inputs are
streaming only when
they are connected with
a device using Terminal.
The input names and
specific types can be
customized on Settings
screen (10).

GPS screen displays the
real-time positioning data
only when the device
has been fixed (antenna
attached correctly).

CAN (controller area
network) screen displays
some common data which
is scanned from your car
OBDII port using standard
PID codes.

Parameters on the screen
enable to switch on
logging to SC-card (when
mounted, turned off by
default) and select the
rate of writing to log.
Rate affects the file size
on SD-card, smaller rate
creates smaller file and
vice versa.

IMU (inertial measurement
unit) screen displays the
real-time data stream
from the device inner
accelerometer, gyroscope
and magnetometer to verify
these are working correctly.

The vehicle info screen
displays your car VIN code
automatically scanned
from OBDII. You can input
precise model under
Model selection.
Vehicle mass is needed
for some calculations,
it should be entered as
precise as possible (in kg).
There is also a possibility
to clear DTC (diagnostic
trouble codes) of your car.

Settings screen enables you
to change digital and analog
input names and types:

Map button displays your
car’s (Wivel’s) location
on a map. Pressing start
enables tracing the car
driving a trajectory where
every location point is
marked in red. The Wivel’s
current location is marked
with a red cross. Mobile
phone’s GPS location is
displayed as the blue dot
for a comparison. When
Wivel doesn’t have a
satellite fix, only the mobile
phone’s location is displayed. You can see how these
different positions are related with each other and
updated.

• Speed (from inductive
sensor etc. attached to a
transmission shaft)
• RPM (engine turning
frequency from induction
coil primar winding or hall
sensor)
• Frequency (other shaft
turning frequency)

By default, the screen is centred to device location
(lock sign closed). By pressing it, the map is detached
from the device location (lock sign open). It is possible
to change map size using “+” and “-“buttons.

Pressing the firmware upgrade checks whether an update
is available (11). When available, it starts uploading it to
Wivel which might take several minutes
• Wivel’s position calibration is needed to find the devices
position in the car. Do this after mounting the device onto
the dash. Do this every time you change Wivel’s position in
the car.
• GPS log displays directly the NMEA messages that the
module outputs.

SPECIFICATIONS

CONTACT

• GPS maximum position update rate: 50 Hz
• Bluetooth: 4.0 + LE
• SD-card maximum size: 32 GB
• Acceleration measurement range max: +/- 16 g
• Magnetic scale max: +/- 12 gauss
• Barometer pressure range: 260 – 1260 hPa abs
• Built-in OBDII interface: CAN
• Weight: 35 g
• Dimensions: 95 x 50 x 12 mm

If you have any other questions about the device,
its installation or use please contact us at
support@wiveltracker.com or refer to the FAQ on
our website.

